House of the Hunted: A Novel

Mark Mills, bestselling author of
Amagansett, The Savage Garden, and The
Information Officer, is renowned for
blending riveting history, rich atmosphere,
and thrilling suspense. Now, in House of
the Hunted, Mills deftly unfolds a story of
betrayal, love, and the inescapable pull of
the past as an ex-spy finds himself drawn
back into his treacherous former life. Cote
dAzur, France, 1935: As Europe moves
inexorably toward war, Tom Nash feels
pleasantly removed, pursuing a quiet
writing career on an idyllic stretch of the
French Riveria. A former intelligence
operative for the British government, Tom
now finds refuge among the lively seaside
community of expats and artists, hoping to
put the worst deeds from his joband
memories of the woman he once lovedfar
behind him. But Toms peaceful existence
is shattered when an unknown hit man tries
to kill him in his sleep. Tom is sure that
somebody knows his secrets, and that this
attempt on his life wont be the last.
Relying
on
his
instincts
for
self-preservation, Tom suspects everyone
of double-dealing, even people he
considers his friends: the Russian art
dealers from Paris, the exiled German
dissidents, even his former boss and closest
confidant. And as he plunges further into
his haunted past, Tom feels himself turning
into the person he used to bea dangerous
man, capable of anything.
Combining
vividly drawn characters and gripping acts
of espionage, House of the Hunted is a
superbly crafted novel by an exceptional
and versatile storyteller.Praise for House of
the Hunted Suspenseful and romantic ...
reminiscent of some of the best spy novels
of the past.CNN A wild-fire hybrid of
John le Carre and Ernest Hemingway ... an
excellent read for those who enjoy both
espionage
and
literary
thrillers.Bookreporter [Mark] Mills is a
polished stylist with a singular talent for
capturing the defining moment when
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something precious is about to be lost
forever.The New York Times Book
Review This is bloody brilliant... . A
masterpiece of espionage fiction that fully
thrills, while evoking a time and place with
the assurance of Alan Fursts forays into
prewar Europe. This novel is beautifully
crafted, breathless, and immensely
satisfying.Olen Steinhauer, New York
Times bestselling author of The Tourist
and The Nearest Exit Explosive ... a terse,
carefully plotted journey [that will] have
you guessing until the very end.Oprah.com
Mesmerizing ... [Millss] best work in an
already
accomplished
career.The
IndependentFrom the Hardcover edition.

This House is Haunted has 8086 ratings and 1314 reviews. Delee said: John Boynes novel, This House is Haunted is an
eerie tale set in London. The storyA Hunted Man has 2059 ratings and 286 reviews. ~?~D?ni(ela) >> love &
semi-colons~?~ said: I adored this book in all its romantic, angsty glory. CamEditorial Reviews. Review. Book
Description What if the hottest guy in the world was hiding a nameless evil and all he wanted was you? At the startHis
first novel, The Whaleboat House, won the 2004 Crime Writers Association for Best The Information Officer: A Novel
. House of the Hunted: A Novel. Boynes new novel, This House is Haunted, contains all of these things and more.
Theres even a servant who vanishes around corners.Editorial Reviews. Review. James Bond meets Highlander =
Fantastic. Bestselling & Award-Winning Science-Fiction Author Jade Kerrion One to hit the - Buy Hunted: The House
of Night - 5 book online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read Hunted: The House of Night - 5 book reviews &
authorWritten in Dickensian prose, This House Is Haunted is a striking homage to the classic This House is Haunted:
The True Story of the Enfield Poltergeist.Editorial Reviews. Review. A Hunted Man is both a love story and an
incredibly well written mystery that had me racing to finish the novel. Intricately detailed: Hunted: House of Night
Series, Book 5 (Audible Audio Edition): P. C. Cast, Kristin Cast, Jenna Lamia, Macmillan Audio: Books. Everyone has
been afraid of the dark at some point. But the characters in these novels have good reason to be scared. Haunted by
ghosts and: House of Night TP boxed set (books 5-8): Hunted, Tempted, Burned, Awakened (House of Night Novels)
(9781250023582): P. C. Cast, KristinHouse of the Hunted has 637 ratings and 115 reviews. Patrice said: Won through a
Goodreads GiveawayHouse of the Hunted is the first novel Ive read by
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